
BCPC Season 10, Game 1 – Friday 10 May 2013 
 
So, here we are again. Season 10 kicked off on Friday at the home of Midlands’ 
poker…the New Talbot.  
 
A very warm welcome to the new faces playing this season:  
 
Peter O'Toole 
Dawn Wilson 
Wozza Carless 
Jay Scott  
Yvette Smith 
Kevin O'Driscoll 
 
Changes galore for season 10 of course: 
• First three levels extended from 25 to 30 mins 
• A secret pact amongst all players to take Redfern and Trippier out within the first 

5 levels no matter what the personal cost (two titles is just greedy) 
• And of course a new, later start time of 7.30 – to allow people to arrive on time 

but then we absolutely start at 7.30 on the dot! 
 
So anyway the game kicked off at 7.50 and it was action right from the get-go. 
 
On the feature table (i.e. the one where I was sat), the 2nd hand of the night saw 
Callum run a three barrel bluff against Bri with JQo against Bri’s TsJs – Mr BCPC 
turning the flush. Nice try, Mr McLuckie! 
 
Over on the secondary table, Debjani was first out (does that mean she will wear the 
Shirt of Shame next game? Not sure of the rules here as maybe it’s worn by 
someone if they didn’t turn up e.g. Matt Wilson??) – playing with her growing aggro 
style Debjani pushed all-in with A9 suited only to be called by newcomer Dawn’s AT. 
The KQJ flop meant Mrs Duncan was drawing to a ten for a split which didn’t come. 
Debjani therefore had the dubious honour of taking the card round – more of which 
later. 
 
Back on the feature table, a big pot was brewing as Dale, Callum and Peter refused 
to lay down their big hands and Dale’s pre-flop raise was called by the other two. A 
bit of pot control on the flop (which I can’t remember what it was) saw all players 
check. The turn (let’s say it was an 8) saw Dale bet out only to be called by both 
opponents again. The river (a queen?) and Dale knew* his hand was no good and 
open-folded. Callum and Peter both checked, and flipping the cards over it was 
revealed that Peter had Callum dominated with 64 v 62. However with 23 overs on 
the board the pot was chopped. A wet cloth had to be brought out to clear up the bit 
of sick that Dale involuntarily expelled onto the table. 
 
Next out in 22nd was newbie Peter O’Toole, who after getting a bit low shoved his 
remaining stack in with K9, called by Tod and Alan but Tod flopped two pair. 
 
A few hands later Bri and Dale called a pre-flop raise from Paul Melia. Flop was 86J. 
Paul c-bet 600, Bri called and Dale re-popped it to 1650. Paul FLABed** but 
ironically Bri called. Turn 8. Bri goes all in, Dale insta-calls, flipping over 86. Bri has 



JQ. No J on the river so Dale picks up a nice double-up. (Bri got a small piece of 
revenge not long later doubling up himself with AK v Dale’s QQ. 
 
All the while Debjani is looking on as Andy plays a patient game, waiting for that 
opportunity to pick up some chips. And it seemingly doesn’t take long as after raising 
with 44 he calls a click-raise from Callum to see a flop of 437. Mr Duncan bets out, 
Callum shoves and Mr D calls. Callum knows he’s in trouble even though he holds 
AA. Turn, 2. River 5. And we lose Andy in 21st place. 
 
The feature table gets split and a new feature table is born as Tod moves north. 
Barely a hand goes by though before his KK is all-in pre-flop v Jay Scott’s AA, and 
with no help (in fact a rather overkill A on flop) your intrepid reporter is sent to the 
rail. Me no dodge bullets. 
 
The first break was a chance for those out to lick their wounds and those still in to, 
well, not really give a shit. Debjani left the room sullen-faced to find someone in the 
main room to pick for the card. After a suspiciously long absence she returned no 
longer with a face longer than Norfolk Street (Google it) revealing that she herself 
had picked up the £25! So all’s well that ends well for the Duncans. 
 
Exits then followed thus: 
 
• Courtney’s 22 ran in to Jay’s JJ – apparently there was a full house for both but I 

only know that there was a J on the flop and a 2 on the turn. 
• Next Mooch who was on a short stack shoved with TdJd only to run into Tony’s 

AK. No help for Mooch and an ace on the river seals the deal. 
• After a bit of confusion over the name, Kevin O’Driscoll tells me about his heroic 

exit with AJ coming up against Dale’s AK. K on the turn and so J on the river too 
little too late. 

 
At this point I have sojourned to an empty table to read my book (Harlan Coben: Live 
Wire, £1.99 in all good charity shops). I am informed though by a shout from the 
secondary table that “Dawn keeps getting pocket aces!”. Perhaps it will be Dawn’s 
night? 
 
• Jay’s success continues as his QQ overcomes Yvette Smith’s KK with a Q on the 

flop. Yvette exits in 16th place 
• Next out is Dazza shoving with the mighty 83 and getting called by A9. Ace on 

the flop and it’s Goodnight, Vienna for Ken Boon. (Dazza claims he shoved blind, 
but I have my suspicions ;-)) 

• Still on the secondary table Steve ‘Luckbox’ Redfern (sorry Steve, couldn’t resist) 
takes down Callum. Flop was JA3. One of them had JQ. One had 45. Guess who 
had which. The 3 on the turn was no cause for concern but the 2 on the river 
certainly was. 

Around this time I hear a shout from Foyie, “I’m out”. I get up to see him 
congratulating Alan, Alan’s AK hitting a K on the flop and leaving Foyie’s 77 way 
behind. No danger though as the turn brings the case 7. Nice hand, sir! 
 
• Out in 13th is Redfern who forgets to play with junk and with AK goes out to 

Dawn’s JJ. Board bricks out to leave Steve stranded. That’ll teach him. Back to 
7c9c for you! (Still bitter.) 



• Next out is Tony. “Rob limped for 400, which stunk! Everyone folded round to me 
in the big blind and I had JJ with 1600 behind. Even though it stunk of kings or 
aces, what could I do?” What, indeed. The answer of course was shove and get 
insta-called by KK.  

• We’re now on the final table bubble and my hero of the night, Alan Waters does 
what every real man should do – bets the maximum with the mighty J6. Must 
have been a glitch in the matrix though as Rob’s AK actually held up. Weird. 
Unlucky, fella. 

 
All who are left are in the points now and it’s all pretty exciting. Tony T continues 
with his spectator commentary: “I have never seen so many fish on a final table.” 
Standard. 
 
Exits then came: 
 
10th – Dale chases a flush with kd5d after the Qd on the turn gives him the draw. 
Unfortunately the Q also gave Jay top pair and with a blank on the river Dale exits. 
 
(For the purposes of the next and later comments assume Jay then lost a couple of 
hands.) 
 
9th – The Jay Strikes Back as his bullets too strong for Adam’s AJ. Annoying for 
Adam who makes a flush with Js but Jay holds As to give him a higher flush. 
 
8th – Bri soon follows as he shoves his relative short stack (funny name for a cousin 
or whatever) into Wozza’s KK. Wozza has been quietly building up chips and is now 
looking like a strong contender. 
 
So 7 left, but arguably more importantly with Tony, Adam and Bri out we can now 
play dealer’s choice cash. In one hand Dale hit a straight flush, then had it taken 
away as the card was put back into the deck and the deck shuffled (can’t really 
remember why now) only to hit it again as the 4c reappeared. In general though 
young Dale struggled with some of the rules. Bri had to help him out explaining, “It’s 
a bit like poker.” Actually the line was funnier than that, but again I can’t really 
remember it. (And I wasn’t even drinking.) 
 
Back to the main event: 
 
7th – Pal Melia shoved? (opinions vary) with 96 and picked off by Steve ‘Adelaide 
Bull’ Healey with AQ. 
 
6th – The Return of the Jaydi – Rob goes out in anguish as his pocket tens turn into 
a set on the flop only to be beaten by Jay’s Ac9c as the third club lands on the river. 
 
5th – Steve H goes next running his pretty respectable 99 into Foyie’s, er, A5. Suited 
though, right? Board 64A 3 A. 
 
To the money bubble. And with four left in there are three newcomers still in. Foyie is 
hanging in there though flying the flag for the old guard. 
 



4th – The destroyer for most of the night, Jay, is out to Foyie’s AT who hits a flush 
somewhere along the way. A good result for Paul who had been down to 1k earlier 
in the night. 
 
3rd – However Mr Foy cannot go any further as after getting low again his shove with 
J7 is called by Dawn’s 89 and with an 8 on the flop and 9 on the turn only a ten on 
the river will save Paul, which doesn’t come. A very good start to the season though 
for Foyie – will he finally turn his excellent online form into a good run at the BCPC 
title? 
 
Heads up then between Dawn Wilson and Wozza Carless. Whatever the outcome, 
we would have a new BCPC winner. The match went back and forth with neither 
giving way too much ground. After slogging it out for a while the players agreed to 
split the money and play for the points. Following this Wozza appeared to gain a 
useable chip lead. And then: 
 
2nd – After a great first time performance, Dawn comes up short. After getting low 
she shoves with 4s6s. Wozza makes a good call with Kd5x and the board TdQdAd 
Jc 6d means Dawn exits as runner-up and therefore: 
 
1st – Wozza takes down a BCPC league game the first time of asking! A fantastic 
performance, very well played. 
 
So now it’s on to Game 2 on 14 June. I won’t be there so good luck to all and I’ll see 
you in Game 3. 
 
Before then though: 
 
Then this ebony bird beguiling my sad fancy into smiling, 
By the grave and stern decorum of the countenance it wore. 
Though thy crest be shorn and shaven, thou," I said, "art sure no craven, 
Ghastly grim and ancient raven wandering from the Nightly shore — 
Tell me what thy lordly name is on the Night's Plutonian shore!" 
Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore." 
 
That’s right, on 24 May it’s the inaugural Champions League, BCPC v The Raven! 
With home advantage the BCPC will be looking to take this down in style. Current 
odds BCPC 4/6, Raven Evens. (Obviously I just made that up.) 
 
Laters! 
 
* Dale to revisit the definition of this word 
** Fold Like A Bri(an Yates) 


